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**About Tetris**

With the Tetris App, the popular puzzle game of the 90s can also be played on the smartphone or

tablet. The mobile game skillfully combines the classic gameplay with new functions and game

modes.

Tetris is undoubtedly one of the most popular games in the world. Since the 90s, the puzzle game

convinces with a simple but tricky gameplay. Tetris is all about pieces that consist of squares, the

so-called Tetriminos. Your task is to skillfully stack the differently shaped Tetriminos, complete a

line and delete them from the board. In the Tetris app you can not only play the classic marathon

mode, but also a multi-level mode and a special explorer mode.

**Tetris - Functions:** 

- Classic marathon mode: With the Tetris app you can play one of the most popular puzzle games

in the world on your smartphone or tablet. In the so-called marathon mode, you can enjoy classic

gameplay: differently shaped geometric pieces fall from the top of the field. Your task is to

skillfully stack the different pieces together to form a complete line. Once you have completed a

line, it disappears from the field. As in the original game, you play until the field is full and you have

no chance to pile up pieces.

- Tetris Galaxy: If the marathon mode should not offer you enough variety, you can also play the

new multi-level mode Tetris Galaxy. This mode consists of several galaxy-based levels. There are

also power-ups available, with which you can clear the field even faster.

- Explorer Mode: In the special Explorer Mode, you can prove that you are a good Tetris player.

Here you can challenge both yourself and other players.

- Control the pieces with your fingers: All pieces can be easily controlled and moved with your

fingers. If you tap on the screen, the individual pieces can be turned, for example. If you stroke the

screen, you can move the pieces along the playing field.

- Connect to Facebook: You can connect the Tetris app to your Facebook account to compare your

achievements with your friends, for example. In addition, you have the opportunity to post very

good performance directly.

Conclusion: The Tetris app from EA convinces above all by the combination of classic gameplay

and new features and game modes, so even hardcore Tetris fans can discover new things.


